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Abstract. So far, counting bird strikes around airports has been essential in indicating 
performance. And that's despite the fact that, even after many conferences over the last decade, 
there's still no global consensus on what defines a ‘bird strike’. We can all agree that the 
difference between a near-miss and an actual bird strike is pretty much luck. Also, an increase in 
bird strikes may reflect better reporting rather than a real physical increase. But what else can we 
physically measure? This presentation will share how European airports are moving towards the 
next generation of Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) by measuring real risk, and not just 
recorded 'bird strikes'. Combining cutting-edge avian radars with new data analysis tools is now 
enabling an objective measurement of real bird strike risk, on a 24/7 basis, and in the form of 
near misses, runway crossings and activity hotspots. 
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A Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is a 
measurable value that demonstrates how 
effectively a company or organization is 
achieving key (business) objectives.

Key performance indicators (KPI) are a set 
of quantifiable measures that a company 
(organization) uses to gauge its performance 
over time. 
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Performance level 3D flex
Vertical + Horizontal radar combined:

The 3rd generation avian radar:

• is a phased array, FMCW technology 
based X-band radar (9650 Mhz);

• Weighs 325 kgs;

• With beautiful curves: (H= 2000 mm, W 
= 1250 mm, D= 500 mm);

• Has a high rotation speed: 60 RPM.



Performance level 3D flex
Vertical + Horizontal radar combined:• Is the first true full 3D real time radar and offer 

a continuous imaging of bird tracks in at least 
10 km radius;

• For SAT1:  10 km range at 1 km altitude;
(SAT=Standard Avian Target= format crow)

• For SAT 2:  15 km range at 1 km altitude;

• For Songbird detection: 6 km range at 1 km 
altitude

• Has the highest update speed in the industry 
(every second);



Performance level 3D flex
Vertical + Horizontal radar combined:• Single sensor, less moving parts;

• Limited cone of silence, due to 60°beam  
elevation;

• Very high resolution, providing longitude, 
latitude and elevation details of individual bird 
tracks up to 10 kms (height: 30 m/10 kms and 
position: 50 m/10 kms);



Performance level 3D flex
Vertical + Horizontal radar combined:• No restrictions to maximum cable length to the 

processing unit, as data can be transferred by 
fiber optic cable to IT server room, hence using 
existing airport infrastructure;

• Lower maintenance costs: no magnetrons to be 
replaced on regular basis;

• Maintenance friendly: as components are 
modular and can be swiftly replaced;

• Works with existing ROBIN software, user 
friendly and proven
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FUTURE
• Data driven airports
• Increased situational awareness amongst all stakeholders
• Real time & Historical Data Analysis
• Moving from counting bird strikes to next level KPI’s
• Airside Safety as communities ‐ benchmarking KPI’s & sharing 
best practices

• Fusing drone and bird detection





bird & drone radars 
in aviation

2019
INSTALLED BASE















All operational
RNLAF airbases





Including the Vliehors bombing range



Ready to receive
the F‐35
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Thank you. Questions?


